
People often
think that
eating 'local'
reduces carbon
emissions

THE
IMPACT

OF FOOD
MILES

Myth 
or 
Fact?



What you eat matters
more than where it comes from

Myth



People often 
think that
eating meat is
necessary for a
nutritionally-
balanced diet

MEAT
FOR

HEALTH

Myth 
or 
Fact?



Myth
Meat is not

necessary for nutrition - According to
WHO, red and processed meat can be

carcinogenic

Plant-based foods are 
healthier, reduce disease 

risk and are also gut-friendly

Clark, M. A., Springmann, M., Hill, J., & Tilman, D. (2019). Multiple health and environmental impacts of foods. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, 116(46), 23357–23362. https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1906908116 



People often 
think that
their own
behaviour has 
little impact on
climate change

 
LITTLE

INDIVIDUAL
IMPACT

Myth 
or 
Fact?



Myth
Scan the QR

code above to measure
 your individual impact according to meat

consumption per year

Sam's 
yearly impact
789.25 bathtubs of water saved
2.98 tennis courts of forests saved
1.67 days of added lifespan
1.91 hungry people fed
434.36 miles of driving avoided

Your
yearly impact

 

4735.52 bathtubs of water saved
17.87 tennis courts of forests saved

10 days of additional lifespan
11.47 hungry people fed

2606.16 miles of driving avoided
 

Sam cuts
out 

meat 1 day
 per week

What would your
yearly impact be
if you ate meat

only once a week
instead of
everyday? 



People often 
think that a meal
without meat is
incomplete, and
won't keep them
satisfied for long

 
ONLY MEAT

MAKES
A MEAL

COMPLETE

Myth 
or 
Fact?



Myth
We conducted

a study with 80 UK meat and dairy
reducers, and here is what some of

them said:
 

"I usually just swap the meat 
for lentils in things like Shepherd's Pie 
and Bolognese"

"I enjoy making traditional
recipes and substituting with plant-based
alternatives, and you get a similar taste!"

"I don’t crave meat dishes anymore... we 
opt for meat-free versions instead and they
honestly taste just as good, if not better" 

"I have fairly easily been able
to maintain the habit of swapping out milk
with almond milk, I cannot really taste any

difference so that has been simple"



People often 
think that growing
plant-based crops
to feed the world
population uses 
too much space

 
GRAINS
USE UP

TOO MUCH
SPACE

Myth 
or 
Fact?



Myth

Eating
plants is a far more

efficient way to feed the world

77% of
agricultural land is used for

livestock (meat and dairy), which
provides only 18% of our global calories



People often 
think that soy
production drives 
deforestation and 
 harms the
environment

DAMAGE
CAUSED
BY SOY

PRODUCTS

Myth 
or 
Fact?



Fact

This is true. However, 
most of the soy that is 

grown is actually for 
animal feed, and not for 

soy-based products made 
directly for human consumption



Need Help
Reducing?

Try this tool from Oxford University
A free 9-week program to help you

reduce your meat consumption in an
easy way.

This brochure was created by
researchers at the University of

Glasgow, healthycognitionlab.org.
For more information, please contact

Esther.Papies@glasgow.ac.uk.


